Primary Prophylaxis to Prevent Tuberculosis Infection in Prison Inmates: A Randomized, Double-Blind, Placebo-Controlled Trial
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Abstract. In many low- and middle-income countries, tuberculosis (TB) incidence in prisons is high, exposing incarcerated populations to an elevated risk of TB infection. We conducted a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial among HIV-negative male inmates of a high TB burden prison to determine whether isoniazid given twice weekly (900 mg) for 12 months prevents TB infection. The primary outcome was QuantiFERON–TB Gold in Plus (QFT) conversion to ≥ 0.35 international units per milliliter (IU/mL) at 6 months; secondary outcomes included alternative QFT thresholds (≥ 0.7, ≥ 2.0, and ≥ 4.0 IU/mL). In total, 467 participants were randomly assigned to intervention (N = 258) or control (N = 209). In an interim analysis of participants who had completed 6 months of follow-up (N = 170), QFT conversion occurred in 20.8% (19/91) and 21.5% (17/79) of participants in intervention and control arms (efficacy: 2.9%, P = 0.91), respectively. The trial was then stopped according to the trial protocol, and the remaining participants prematurely discontinued. In an analysis of secondary outcomes, the intervention arm had significantly lower rates of conversion at a cutoff of ≥ 2.0 IU/mL (efficacy: 82.6%, P < 0.01). In conclusion, 900 mg of isoniazid, administered twice a week, did not effectively prevent QFT conversion at a cutoff point ≥ 0.35 IU/mL in a trial of QFT-negative inmates. Higher QFT cutoffs are associated with sustained conversion and greater protection. Future clinical trials that evaluate protection for latent infection should use the highest cutoff than that recommended by the manufacturer.

INTRODUCTION

Tuberculosis (TB) is an urgent health crisis among incarcerated populations globally.1,2 In low- and middle-income countries, incidence rates of TB in prisons are reported to be 33 times higher than those in the general population.3,4 These disparate disease risks are driven by several factors including high rates of alcohol and drug abuse, poor ventilation, crowding, and elevated rates of comorbidities such as HIV, hepatitis B and C, and diabetes.5,6 These combinations of risk factors lead to an extraordinary high force of infection in prisons; for example, in three recent tuberculosis-cohort centers of prisoners from Brazil, Colombia, and Iran, between 15% and 25% annually converted their skin test.7–9

Previous interventions in prisons have concentrated on treating latently infected prisoners to prevent disease10 or mass screening of entire prisons, providing treatment to those with disease.5 These interventions have had minimal success. Because of the elevated TB transmission rates in prisons, interventions that do not directly prevent transmission may not interrupt the disease cycle in areas of heavy TB burden.11

Prisoners in Brazil have short incarceration terms, usually leaving prison within 1–2 years.12 At entry into prison, less than 20% of prison inmates have latent TB.13 Therefore, an intervention that protects prisoners from acquiring infection during imprisonment may be adequate for long-term TB control in these prisons. Although there is a large body of empirical evidence demonstrating that isoniazid prevents progression to active TB,14,15 whether isoniazid prevents primary infection is unclear. In phase IV, a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study in a prison with a high TB burden, we evaluated the safety and efficacy of isoniazid given twice a week to prevent latent TB infection. Our primary outcome was QuantiFERON–TB Gold in Plus (QFT) conversion to ≥ 0.35 international units per milliliter (IU/mL) at 6 months; secondary outcomes included alternative QFT thresholds (≥ 0.7, ≥ 2.0, and ≥ 4.0 IU/mL).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study design. This randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, phase IV clinical trial was performed at Dourados State Penitentiary in Mato Grosso do Sul, Brazil. From September 2017 to July 2018, we enrolled male inmates aged between 18 and 45 years serving time in Dourados State Penitentiary with a negative QFT test and sputum culture. We excluded all participants testing QFT positive (antigen–nil ≥ 0.35 IU/mL for either tube), previously treated for TB or currently with TB, with a history of epilepsy or current epilepsy, HIV positive, hepatitis B or C positive, or demonstrating serum concentrations of glutamic-oxaloacetic transaminase (SGOT) or serum concentrations of glutamic-pyruvic transaminase (SGPT) three times greater than the upper limit and the Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test16 greater than or equal to 15 points.

In the first 3 months of recruitment, we included individuals with a negative QFT test as defined by the manufacturer (< 0.35 IU/mL). However, after 3 months of enrollment, the eligibility criterion was changed from any QFT result less than 0.35 IU/mL to any QFT result less than 0.20 IU/mL based on emerging evidence that QFT positivity thresholds require reevaluation.17–19

The study protocol was approved by our Institutional Review Board (#2.758.659, August 2016, State University of Mato Grosso do Sul, Dourados, Brazil). All participants provided written informed consent, and study data were collected and managed using electronic data capture tools. No participant with positive QFT accessed for study eligibility...
was treated for latent TB because the use of this test as a criterion for treating latent TB was not incorporated into the Brazilian TB guideline; for those with documented QFT conversion, latent TB treatment with 300 mg of isoniazid daily was offered.

Randomization and blinding. Participants were randomized into two arms, intervention and control, using 1:1 allocation. We performed a simple randomization in a single block with 728 elements using alphanumeric codes, generated by the principal investigator. For each participant, the unblinded study pharmacist assigned one of these codes, which placed it in one arm. No other team member (including laboratory staff) had access to the code identification key, thus ensuring continuity of blindness. The codes were only opened in case of proven need, for example, clinical management of a severe adverse event (AE). Blinding occurred immediately following randomization. Specifically, after randomization, the pharmacist prepared identical bottles containing isoniazid or placebo and referred them to the field staff. The vials were identified by labels with the participant’s name, the study identification number, and the randomization code. The placebo used was identical to isoniazid in appearance and was produced by the same industry that produced isoniazid.

Study outcomes. The planned primary study outcome was QFT conversion at the 12-month visit, defined as an interferon-γ value ≥ 0.35 IU/mL, for either tube. However, because the trial was stopped early, we analyzed QFT conversion at the 6-month visit. As a secondary analysis, we analyzed QFT conversion at alternative interferon-gamma value cutoffs (≥ 0.7, ≥ 2.0, and ≥ 4.0 IU/mL) were performed, based on recent evidence linking high quantitative QFT values and disease.17–19

We used definitions from the Guideline by International Conference Harmonization20 for adverse events and severe AEs (SAEs). Adverse event severity was assessed using a Dictionary for Regulatory Activities. We defined hepatotoxicity as SGOT or SGPT > 5 times the normal and the presence of symptoms of hepatitis such as unexplained anorexia, nausea, vomiting, dark urine, icterus, rash, persistent paresthesia of the hands and feet, persistent fatigue, and weakness or fever of more than 3 days/or abdominal tenderness, especially right upper quadrant discomfort.22,23

Study discontinuation was defined as participants who decided to stop participating in the study (because of participant withdrawing consent) but remained in the prison. “Transfer or release from prison” was defined as participants released from prison, through either transfer to another prison or receiving parole.

Study activities. The intervention arm received 900 mg of isoniazid orally twice weekly under directly observed therapy (DOT). The control arm received placebo under the same conditions. All participants received two weekly visits, which, in addition to DOT, included questioning and observation of signs and symptoms of TB and AE.

Additional visits were performed in the third month of follow-up, in which participants were clinically evaluated and had a blood sample collected for SGOT and SGPT testing. In addition to clinical evaluations, liver enzyme testing, QFT, and sputum culture were performed in the sixth month and at the termination of the study for those who had not reached 6 months of follow-up.

Statistical analysis. We estimated from previous studies12 that 560 individuals would be required to achieve 90% power to detect a 50% difference in QFT conversion between the intervention group and the control group. The level of significance was set at 5%. Accounting for a 30% loss to follow-up, the enrollment goal was 728 individuals.

After recruitment of at least 100 participants in the sixth month, an interim analysis was performed by an independent data and safety monitoring board. We performed this evaluation to verify the feasibility of continuity of the study and adequacy of the sample calculation. If the primary outcome difference between arms was less than 2.5%, then discontinuation of the study was recommended.

For AE, we calculated the percentage using the number of participants who received at least one dose, and for severity, we used the total number of events recorded.

The outcomes are reported as percentages when converted, and group comparisons are reported as intervention efficacy (1–RR, where RR is the relative risk) with CIs. P-values were estimated using a two-sample test for equivalence of proportions, and statistical significance was set at P < 0.05. For all expected values less than 5, Fisher’s exact test was used. Otherwise, chi-square significance testing was used. For continuous variables, two-sided t-tests and the Mann–Whitney rank-sum test were used for independent samples. The Shapiro–Wilk test was applied to analyze the distribution of the samples, and the Mann–Whitney rank sum test was used if P < 0.05. Analyses were performed with SPSS 25 (IBM SPSS, Armonk, NY) and SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC).

RESULTS

From September 2017 to June 2018, we recruited 1,097 men to assess study eligibility. Most exclusions were due to a positive QFT result (46.2%). Four hundred sixty-seven participants underwent randomization (Figure 1). The demographic and clinical characteristics of individuals allocated to the two arms of the study were statistically similar (Table 1), despite differential allocation between arms. This difference between arms occurred because we generated the randomization codes in a single block with 728 elements, and, initially, the allocation to the intervention arm was by chance greater than that to the control arm. However, in the group used in the final analysis, we did not observe any difference between the arms (intervention arm, 53.5%; 95% CI: 46.0, 60.8 and control arm, 46.4%; 95% CI: 39.1, 53.9). Follow-up time was equivalent in the intervention and control arms (mean of 180 days in both arms, P = 0.798).

The sample was predominantly young men (median age: 28 years; interquartile range [IQR]: 23, 34). More than half of them were smokers (59.3%) or used marijuana, and almost all were Bacillus Calmette-Guérin (BCG) vaccinated (92.7%). Two-thirds of participants were previously incarcerated, and one in four reported comorbidities. Participants lived in overcrowded cells (median: 13 cellmates; IQR: 7, 15).

Initially, 104 doses over 52 weeks were planned for each participant (corresponding to 12 months of intervention), but with the interruption of the study after the interim analysis, a median of 60 doses were taken (IQR: 53, 62).

Discontinuations and losses to follow-up were high in both arms (intervention, 126/258 [48.8%]; control, 87/209 [41.6%], P = 0.14), and the primary reason for study interruptions in
both arms was participant elective withdrawal (24.0% versus 21.5%, \( P = 0.60 \)), followed by transfer or release from prison (19.0% versus 18.2%, \( P = 0.92 \)), and withdrawal following AE (5.0% versus 1.0%, \( P = 0.02 \)).

In June 2018, 170 participants were included in the interim analysis at 6 months from baseline (6-month outcome); 91 in the intervention arm (53.5%) and 79 in the control arm (46.5%) (Table 2). QuantiFERON–TB Gold in Plus conversion occurred in 19 of the 91 participants (20.8%) in the intervention arm, compared with 17 of the 79 participants (21.5%) in the control arm (absolute risk difference: 0.7%, efficacy: 2.9%, \( P = 0.91 \)). Based on the study protocol, the study was discontinued at this time because the absolute risk difference between arms was less than 2.5%. Eighty-four participants were prematurely discontinued of the follow-up, 41 in the intervention arm, and 43 in control arm. After study discontinuation, we performed another analysis with participants who underwent QFT at the 6-month visit (Table 2). In a post hoc analysis excluding 18 participants with a baseline QFT value between 0.2 and 0.34 IU/mL, the efficacy was greater (38.1%, \( P = 0.16 \)). Among these 18 participants, 7 (38.8%) showed conversion at 6 months (considering QFT \( \geq 0.35 \) IU/mL), and 2 (11.1%) with a cutoff \( \geq 0.7 \) IU/mL. Those who have not converted (61.1%) showed a reduction in the QFT mean value observed at enrollment, in one or both tubes (TB1 0.14 IU/mL versus 0.08 IU/mL, \( P = 0.21 \) and TB2 0.24 IU/mL versus 0.10 IU/mL, \( P = 0.15 \)).

We also conducted an analysis of secondary outcomes with alternative QFT cutoff values (Table 2). Using a QFT cutoff of \( \geq 2.0 \) IU/mL, the intervention arm conversion rate was lower than the control arm conversion rate both in the interim analysis at 6 months (2/91 [2.1%] versus 10/79 [12.6%]; efficacy: 82.6%, \( P < 0.01 \)) and in the secondary analysis excluding 18 participants with a baseline QFT value between 0.2 and 0.34 IU/mL (1/81 [1.2%] versus 10/71 [14.1%]; efficacy: 92.1%, \( P < 0.01 \)). When using other QFT cutoff points (\( \geq 0.7 \) and \( \geq 4.0 \) IU/mL), there was a trend toward a lower conversion rate in the intervention arm, but this did not reach statistical significance (Table 2).

The intervention group had lower QFT values at 6 months when compared to the control group in both tubes (\( |\text{Mean } \pm \text{SD}| \) TB1 0.25 ± 0.79 IU/mL versus 0.53 ± 1.25 IU/mL, \( P = 0.88 \); TB2 0.23 ± 0.54 IU/mL versus 0.49 ± 1.21 IU/mL, \( P = 0.308 \).

Of the 467 participants who received at least one dose, 218 (46.7%) had no AE, 142 (30.4%) had one AE, and 107 (22.9%) had more than one AE (Figure 2). There was a nonsignificantly higher proportion of AE reported in the intervention arm than in the control arm (30.2% versus 23.0%, \( P = 0.26 \)). Gastrointestinal disorders (\( P = 0.004 \)), hepatobiliary disorders (\( P = 0.005 \)), nervous system disorders (\( P = 0.0009 \)), and general disorders and administration site conditions (\( P = 0.005 \)) were higher in the isoniazid (INH) arm, whereas respiratory, thoracic, and mediastinal disorders (\( P = 0.008 \)) were higher in the control arm. Individuals in the intervention arm were more
likely to develop dizziness (P = 0.06), nausea (P = 0.004), malaise (P = 0.001), and an elevated SGPT (P = 0.04).

Early withdrawal attributable to an AE occurred in 13 participants in the intervention arm and in two participants in the control arm (5.0% [95% CI: 2.9, 8.5] versus 1.0% [95% CI: 0.3, 3.6], P = 0.01). Causes that motivated the participant to withdraw in the intervention arm included gastric pain (N = 1), low back pain (N = 1), somnolence (N = 2), itching (N = 2), elevated SGOT/SGPT (N = 1), headache (N = 3), malaise (N = 1), diarrhea (N = 1), vomiting (N = 1), heartburn (N = 1), and dizziness (N = 1). In the control arm, causes that motivated early withdrawal were low back pain (N = 1), dysuria (N = 1), headache (N = 1), and gastric pain (N = 1).

Permanent discontinuation of treatment was recommended by medical staff in two SAE (one in each study arm), both related to asymptomatic grade 3 SGPT, identified in the third month of follow-up. No death, hospitalization, or active TB was recorded in this clinical trial.

DISCUSSION

There is an urgent need for effective tools to prevent TB infection in high-transmission settings such as prisons, mines, and health facilities. Although isoniazid and other TB drugs have proven efficacious in the prevention of disease by the treatment of latent infection, it is unknown whether primary infection can be
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prevented by pre-exposure chemotherapy. The present trial was stopped early because of the lack of efficacy (2.9%, \( P = 0.91 \)) to prevent QFT conversion at the prespecified criteria. At analysis, excluding 18 participants who had negative QFT between 0.20 and 0.34 IU/mL at inclusion revealed a 38.1% reduction in QFT conversion at any cutoff > 0.35 IU/mL (\( P = 0.16 \)). In an analysis of secondary outcomes, we found a large efficacy (82.6%, \( P < 0.01 \)) of INH against QFT conversion when using a cutoff > 2.0 IU/mL.

We believe the reason for this discrepancy was most likely because of the change in the study enrollment criteria from QFT < 0.35 to QFT < 0.20 that occurred after 3 months of the study. This change was made before unblinding, due to emerging evidence about “uncertainty” or “instability” of QFT results between 0.20 and 0.34, where conversions and reversions frequently occur because of technical or intra-individual biological variability.\(^1^7\) Using a stricter eligibility criterion in a randomized trial should not differentially bias results but reduces classification error. We believe that the inclusion of individuals with 0.20–0.34 IU/mL biased results toward the null, as evidenced by greater effects seen in those with baseline QFT < 0.20. Despite this major limitation of the trial, we may nevertheless learn something about the ability of TB drugs to prevent primary infection.

Two previous clinical trials have assessed the efficacy of isoniazid to prevent conversion to a positive tuberculin skin test.\(^2^4,2^5\) In 1963, more than 700 household contacts were assigned to isoniazid and placebo arms, 300 of whom were tuberculin negative and assessed for subsequent tuberculin conversion.\(^2^2\) After 3 years of follow-up, 22.8% and 15.1% of tuberculin conversions occurred in the placebo and isoniazid arms, a statistically significant difference. In the 1950s–1960s, the U.S. Public Health Service trials conducted and assessed the efficacy of isoniazid to prevent TB infection and disease in hospitalized mental patients, schools, and household contacts of new and known TB cases.\(^2^4\) Among these groups, results were mixed; statistically different rates of 12-month tuberculin conversion were seen among household contacts of new TB cases (13.2% versus 10.4% in placebo versus isoniazid arms) and in schools (4.0% versus 2.6% in placebo versus isoniazid arms), but no differences were seen in mental patients and contacts of known TB cases. These heterogeneous results suggest other factors, such as statistical power or the study population, may be important to consider when assessing the efficacy of isoniazid to prevent new TB infection. Together with these studies, our results indicate that isoniazid should be further explored as a potential intervention to prevent TB infection in populations at high risk for TB exposure.

Current Latent TB infection regimens are shorter than the INH regimen that we studied. However, since inmates are “at risk” during the entire time they spend in prison, we believe that the longer INH regimen is preferable in this situation.

Our results are consistent with other those of recent studies demonstrating that using the manufacturer-recommended interferon-\(\gamma\) value cutoff of ≥0.35 IU/mL for conversion may lead to high numbers of false-positive results.\(^1^7\)–\(^1^9,2^6,2^7\) Several recent studies have demonstrated that most individuals who convert their QFT with a value between 0.35 and 0.70 IU/mL revert to negative on repeat testing.\(^1^8,2^8,2^9\) Other recent longitudinal studies have shown that high cutoffs are much more likely to predict disease progression.\(^1^8,1^9\) Given the extensive evidence base, a more nuanced interpretation of QFT results is advisable, especially in the context of serial testing and in low-risk individuals.\(^2^6\)
In a post hoc analysis using other cutoff points (0.7, 2.0, and 4.0 IU/mL), we observed a large protective effect against QFT conversion of INH with a cutoff point ≥ 2.0 IU/mL (82.6%), with a significant difference between the arms. Studies show that high cutoffs are much more likely to predict disease progression, although they increase positive predictive value for incident TB and reduce sensitivity.

The adoption of higher QFT cutoff points does not account for variability in QFT results over time, potentially interfering in diagnostic interpretation. We attempted to minimize temporal variability of the QFT by using an interval of 120 days between tests. We acknowledge that, ideally, a repetition of a positive QFT test to confirm a “sustained” conversion would be best. However, as the study was stopped early, attempting to measure “sustained” conversion was not possible.

The high discontinuation observed in both arms is a concern. Losses to follow-up due to transfer or release from prison (40% of all discontinuations in the INH arm), although problematic for the study, are not intervention failures because the goal of this intervention is to provide short-term protection against infection in this high-risk environment. If scaled up as an intervention, isoniazid would be discontinued upon release from prison as the exposure is then removed. Among those remaining in prison, we found that 36% discontinued therapy in the intervention arm (and 28% in the control arm). Although this rate of discontinuation is high, it is consistent with that of studies of isoniazid when given for treatment of latent TB, for which treatment completion rates are often < 50%. When given to healthy individuals without latent infection, for whom benefit was unknown before this trial, it is not surprising that discontinuation rates were high in both arms. In addition, studies with multiple visits, such as ours, seem to present a higher proportion of dropout by the participant.

The isoniazid dose was based on pharmacokinetic results from previous studies and label recommendations. Although the total number of AEs reported in our study was greater than that reported in other studies, we hypothesize that more AEs may be reported in participants receiving DOT. At every study visit, participants were asked about the occurrence of an AE. Adverse event reporting was nonsignificantly greater in the intervention arm. Adverse events related to the gastrointestinal system were the most common associated with INH use, corroborating previous trials.

The occurrence of hepatotoxicity was lower than expected based on previous reports. The high dose of isoniazid was associated with more reported AEs such as dizziness, elevated SGPT, malaise, and nausea.

The interpretation of the trial findings is limited by the loss to follow-up and interruption of the study. With the early interruption of the study, the arms presented differential group allocation, with 11% more participants in the intervention arm than in the control arm. This may have biased participant randomization but not study blindness. In addition, despite this difference, the groups remained similar in all measured characteristics, indicating any bias was negligible if present.

In conclusion, in this trial, 900 mg of isoniazid, administered twice weekly, did not effectively prevent QFT conversion at a cutoff point ≥ 0.35 IU/mL. Despite the premature interruption of the study, we cannot rule out INH as primary prophylaxis because in QFT conversions with a cutoff ≥ 2.0 IU/mL, the efficacy was 82.6%. Further exploration of INH as a prevention tool is needed using higher QFT cutoffs.


